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SUMMARY 

A wager made at ASPECT 2015 revealed that the signalling community is still coming to terms with its 
responsibilities towards cybersecurity. In this paper, I will discuss the reaction and response I received to this 
wager, and the underlying attitudes towards rail systems cybersecurity which these revealed. I will conclude by 
suggesting how these attitudes can be countered to make rail systems more secure, through: 

• the education of system providers and users

• the clear allocation of responsibility for sub-system and whole-system security

• the consideration of whole-life maintainability during design

• the validation and verification of cybersecurity

• the development of an appropriate maintenance regime for the system.

The particular difficulties of achieving these aims on railway infrastructure will be highlighted, along with 
examples of how these difficulties have been overcome.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the discussion following a cybersecurity paper at ASPECT 2015 I sensed that the audience felt like they were 
commenting on a new issue rather than taking accountability for the security of infrastructure already under their 
responsibility. To make the topic more directly relevant to the audience, I announced a wager that if, by the start 
of ASPECT 2017, no attendee at ASPECT 2015 had left a vulnerability in a railway control system which had 
been exploited, I would buy the first round of drinks for all delegates at the ASPECT 2017 dinner.  

In this paper, I will discuss the reaction and response I received to this wager, and the underlying attitudes 
towards rail systems cybersecurity which these revealed.  I will suggest how the cybersecurity of rail systems can 
be increased through direct comparison with well-understood signalling practices. 

2 REACTION TO THE WAGER 

As soon as the conference session was over, curious members of the audience sought me out to ask if this was 
a serious offer. When I told them that it was, there were two distinct reactions to this wager: 

2.1 “Your money’s safe” 

Several conference attendees cheerfully announced that there was no risk of me having to make good on my 
wager and disclosed specific examples they knew where railway control systems have already been hit by 
viruses and malware (and in some cases were still compromised). I believe a large proportion of the information I 
received had never been communicated either to senior railway management or to appropriate national 
infrastructure bodies. It was particularly worrying that several of these people did not treat the risks posed by the 
compromise seriously. 

The enormous proportion of respondents who believed (without professing to have knowledge of an ongoing 
breach) that I would not have to make good on my wager clearly demonstrated that our industry has very little 
confidence in its ability to manage this safety and reliability threat. 

An immediate learning point is that the people closer to your systems might know about issues which (for 
whatever reason) they are not communicating upwards. How can you capture this knowledge so that it can be 
acted upon? As I found out, offering to buy a drink worked. 
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2.2 “What’s in this for you?” 

A few attendees asked me why on earth I would make a one-sided bet. “If no systems are compromised, you pay 
out. If systems are compromised, you keep your money. Where’s the upside for you?”  

I’d argue that this is a narrow monetary view. I had estimated that a compromise was very highly probable, and 
that this would certainly cause significant disruption, and could possibly cause harm to our customers and staff. 
If, in making this wager, I had focussed the minds (and thirst) of the audience to the extent that it made them 
redouble their efforts and reduce the probability of systems worldwide being compromised, then this (in return for 
a couple of thousand pounds worth of booze) would have a cost/benefit ratio far better than many national-scale 
cybersecurity initiatives. While I would have met this cost rather than the various railway undertakings around the 
world, I’d see this as a small charitable donation to alleviate suffering. 

Sadly, I didn’t detect that my wager changed anyone’s behaviour, which left me with a moral dilemma – was I 
negligent to only offer to buy the first round of drinks? Would our railways be more secure and safe if I had 
offered to buy two rounds of drinks? Should I have offered to buy unlimited drinks all evening?  

3 RESULT OF THE WAGER 

It is hard to write a paper explaining to people why they’ve lost a wager without presenting hard evidence, yet I 
have no wish to criticise individual infrastructures, or worse, indicate where certain infrastructures may still be 
vulnerable. However, the Wannacry and Petya ransomware outbreaks in 2017 and the HDDCryptor attack in 
2016 have provided evidence to put the result of the wager beyond doubt; each affected at least one railway and 
the effects (e.g. ransomware messages on ticket vending machines and passenger information systems) have 
been widely covered in the global media. 

4 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Why are we still insecure? 

Firstly, let me debunk a widely-held myth. The rail industry does not keep systems insecure in the hope of 
tempting buffoons like myself into placing mildly extravagant wagers. The consequences of a breach – at worst, 
a major incident leading to death and injury of our customers and colleagues, at best, a tedious investigation into 
what happened, what they did and how we prevent it happening again – far outweigh the allure of potentially 
downing a free Singapore Sling with a bunch of signalling engineers.  

This section examines a few more common reasons why people neglect cybersecurity: 

4.1.1 “My system’s very new”

Some feel that their cybersecurity box is ticked because their system is so new and the supplier checked it was 
secure before they handed it over. While this blind trust in our suppliers is charming, the use of technologies with 
a large user base is not a guarantee of security. While conducting the Factory Acceptance Test of the SCADA 
subsystem for a recent project, we identified an issue with the user account management arrangements. When I 
turned to the designer and made a comment about how it wouldn’t take long for him to fix this issue, he looked 
rather more worried than I’d expected; it transpired that the issues we’d just uncovered wasn’t with his code – it 
was in a library from the underlying SCADA software. We had discovered a zero day exploit in one of the most 
popular SCADA systems in the world. 

Large companies tend to sell their technology to a lot of railways (and possibly other sectors), and the greater the 
number of deployments getting hacked in the field, the greater the probability that the technology will be 
compromised – once that compromise is discovered, it makes all other users of that technology vulnerable until a 
patch is released and applied.  

To state the obvious, even in the unlikely event that it was ever true, “My system’s very new” is an inherently 
time-limited excuse, and it can only delay the point at which consideration must be given to cybersecurity 
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4.1.2 “My system’s very old”

While completely non-digital technologies are immune to cyber-attacks, in many cases there is a more modern 
component that has been overlooked. For example, a relay interlocking with an entrance-exit control panel might 
initially sound like a technology not at risk of cyberattack, but if there is a telemetry system linking the panel with 
the interlocking, and the control information is routed via an insecure communications bearer, then there is the 
possibility of someone compromising the bearer to take control of the interlocking. It is possible that this 
telemetry system was put in as a maintenance response to a multicore cable failing, and hence was designed 
under compressed timescales and as a minor works project without some of the oversight that would be lavished 
on a complete resignalling.  Digital components of older technology will certainly have been designed to lower 
cybersecurity standards, and any COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) components used to interface older 
systems to networks are likely to have a long list of known exploits available to anyone searching the web.  

4.1.3 “My system’s not connected to the Internet”

My first challenge to this excuse is “Have you checked?” Many systems have been retrofitted with data loggers, 
condition monitoring or remote maintenance access facilities.  That cunning modification the trainee did to extend 
one of the operator interfaces over the corporate network to the backup control room might be the Achilles’ heel 
of the system, and as it was done as a local initiative by a resource that was centrally funded and for the cost of a 
couple of media converters that were put on expenses it had zero management oversight. 

It’s true that a system truly not connected to the Internet is not vulnerable to threats from the Internet, but there 
are many other attack vectors, such as infected USB sticks (significantly more likely to be used on a system not 
connected to the Internet, as updates need to be uploaded and logging data needs to be downloaded somehow) 
or simply a user (whether malevolent or over-curious) behind a terminal. For example a system could be 
attacked using SQL (Structured Query Language) injection. SQL is a very common database management 
language; input data from terminals and web pages is often processed using poorly-written code which allows 
SQL commands to be entered into carefully crafted input data. For example, consider a school’s database that 
has a function to add a new pupil using code such as: 

database.execute("INSERT INTO students (name) VALUES ('" + name + "');"); 

If the name Robert is entered by the user, the command run on the database is: 

INSERT INTO students (name) VALUES ('Robert'); 

But if the name Robert'); DROP TABLE students;-- is entered, the command run is: 

INSERT INTO students (name) VALUES ('Robert'); DROP TABLE students;--'); 

This will add Robert to the student database, and then delete the database. An example of how this technique 
could be used to attack a non-Internet connected system remotely is shown in Figure 1. Similarly crafted inputs 
could be used to output all database content to the user, including confidential information. 

Figure 1: An example of an indirect cyberattack using SQL Injection (Credit: xkcd.com) 
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This type of attack can be prevented by writing better code to sanitise the input data, but the regular occurrence 
of major data breaches where this technique has been used (including the colossal data breach at TalkTalk in 
2015 and potentially the Panama Papers breach at Mossack Fonseca in 2016) is a good indication of how often 
updates to underlying software packages are overlooked or blind hope is used instead of good practice. 

The working copy of the timetable, the event list and the list of users and their privileges in your signalling control 
system are very likely to be held in an SQL database.  

4.2 Cybersecurity for signalling engineers 

There have already been a large number of excellent papers at conferences such as this one covering the basics 
of cybersecurity. My fear is that audiences mistakenly feel that these are aimed at “cybersecurity people” rather 
than signalling engineers, so I will give examples of how we can bolster our systems’ cybersecurity in terms that 
are more familiar to the signalling community.  

4.2.1 We need to manage our interfaces 

Signalling systems might connect:  

• to the outside world to enable remote maintenance 

• to other parts of the signalling system at remote locations via an in-house communications network. 
This includes many modern interfaces between trackside and trainborne elements of the signalling 
system, such as ETCS, where the link between the trackside RBC (Radio Block Centre) and the 
trainborne EVC (European Vital Computer) is via a GSM-R radio link 

• to the railway’s corporate systems to provide operational data and management information. 

Any of these interfaces might be a point of attack for the signalling system. As part of interface design, 
responsibilities for security need to be assigned to the parties responsible for each side of the interface, 
formalised in an Interface Control Document, and met for the life of the interface; if this has not explicitly 
happened then that interface cannot be considered secure. The need to continue meeting this requirement is 
particularly important for signalling systems which may have a design life several times greater than that of the 
comms / corporate IT system on the other side of the interface, as the interface might be re-engineered several 
times over the life of the system. 

4.2.2 We need to design diverse systems 

We are familiar with the need to design diversity into signalling systems – for example, using a two-out-of-three 
interlocking or fitting twin track circuit relays to mitigate the risk of one jamming in the “up” position. Why should 
we then think that it is adequate to put a single layer of protection between a safety-critical system and the 
outside world? Well-designed rail control systems are separated into a number of layers ranging from the most 
critical (e.g. interlocking) to the least (e.g. publically-available data) where there are firewalls / data diodes 
between each layer and the underlying later so that intended communications can get through whereas irregular 
communications are made almost impossible.  

Consider the recent Petya ransomware attack. We know that the malware was spread through an update to a 
popular accounting package, so how was it able to affect a railway’s ticketing system? Operational technology 
such as ticketing systems should be on a separate network to the corporate IT system with a firewall between 
them; this change alone would have prevented Petya spreading via the outdated SMB1 protocol which was 
almost certainly not used by the ticketing system. 

4.2.3 We need to specify maintainable systems 

I have witnessed a rail control system which requires 12 hours to hand centralised control over to local control 
facilities before the system can be taken down for upgrades and patches, and then a further 12 hours to hand 
control back. Quite apart from the time this takes, consider the logistics of staffing the railway during an upgrade 
by finding three shifts of signal operators for local control (each shift requiring an order of magnitude more staff 
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than the standard control room shift) in addition to the usual contingent of operators in the control room. It is not 
surprising that this system only gets the most critical patches. 

Many other sectors have the vast majority of their infrastructure centralised in small number of secure data 
centres which can be easily accessed by authorised staff at any time of day or night. By contrast, the railway 
industry is deploying infrastructure along hundreds of kilometres of track, where the environment is not so well 
supervised and where physical access is constrained by the time taken to travel large distances and the limited 
access to the trackside environment. The advent of distributed interlockings and modular signalling has 
increased the probability of “smart” equipment being in a trackside location rather than in a control centre; 
consideration should be given to providing such systems with remote diagnostics and the ability to deploy 
updates remotely. Networks should be monitored for evidence of tampering (e.g. unexpected temporary 
disconnections, additional devices).   

New technologies are increasing the proportion of signalling assets which roll around our rail networks on trains; 
what would happen if vulnerability were discovered in an implementation of ETCS or CBTC? Would we have to 
track down and visit every train with a laptop or USB stick, or can updates be pushed over radio from a central 
management system? If so, is this management system secure and can the successful deployment of updates 
be verified? Does the overall system allow the interworking of trains with modified and unmodified software? 
Retrofitting such functionality to an existing system is much more complex than specifying it at project outset. 

A challenge for any modern system owner is “to patch or not to patch?” A system might be delivered as a 
paragon of cybersecurity, but it then has to operate for decades in an ever-changing environment. The software 
on which the system is based, including the operating system, the hardware drivers, the COTS components (e.g. 
SCADA environment, databases, network management utilities, document processing tools) and the non-COTS 
components (e.g. bespoke code from the vendor) will be subject to numerous updates. These might be due to: 

• the discovery of security vulnerabilities 
• the need to correct bugs or stability issues 
• the wish to add new functionality or support additional hardware 
• the need of the software provider to keep their own product maintainable in the face of changes to 

their own components.  

Before a system owner can evaluate the relevance of these patches to their infrastructure, they need to know 
exactly what software components make up their system (down to individual component level) and their current 
revision status. This is asset management for software – why would you treat the software components of your 
system with any less rigour than the relays and point machines for which you know every asset number, mod 
status and installation date? Once you know which components are in your system, you can subscribe to 
updates from the manufacturer (this may include purchasing a support service), or if they don’t offer such a 
service, use change detection software on manufacturer’s web pages.  

There are a couple of standard responses to the onslaught of updates you will now be receiving:  

“It works today, why change it? It’s not connected to the Internet so I don’t need those security patches!” 

There are several flaws in this approach: 

• It assumes that your knowledge of the system is perfect – are you sure there are no external 
connections, including the ones that you maintainer hasn’t told you about? Are you sure that your 
system isn’t suffering from a defect that hasn’t been noticed or reported? Updating that RAID array 
driver could save you from a one-in-a-system-lifetime incident where your database gets scrambled.  

• Non-Internet connected systems still commune with the outside world through removable media 
• Non-Internet connected systems still commune with humans, as described in the previous section  
• It stores up patching issues until they have to be addressed as part of time-critical maintenance 

actions (e.g. replacing failed hardware with a modern equivalent) or software amendments to reflect 
changes to the wider railway.  

“It’s working, but I’ll keep an eye on the patches in case there’s anything that sounds useful.” 

This is a more enlightened variant of the previous strategy, with recognition that the system as delivered may not 
be perfect. People using this strategy look at patch release notes hopefully in case there’s a fix that might cure 
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that occasional screen freeze. The flaw is that patch release notes are not always as comprehensive as they 
should be (particularly for software where use in a high-integrity application may not have been anticipated by the 
original supplier), and it is common for patches to includes additional changes over the ones documented, so by 
missing out patches that initially sound irrelevant, you might be passing over the cure for your woes. 

“Patching is really important – I heard so at ASPECT – so I’ll apply every patch going!” 

While commendable, there are still dangers in this strategy. As stated above, patches may change more than the 
release notes indicate, with the potential to break functionality. A railway must be functional as well as secure, 
and this approach prioritises security at the expense of reliability. 

 “Patching is important, but only after the patches have been proven on my system and excluding those which 
are clearly irrelevant.” 

This is a more balanced strategy – it filters out patches which offer no benefit (e.g. only applicable when the 
software is used in a different system architecture to that on the railway deployment), and tests the patches for 
stability and reliability before applying them to the live signalling system. The most convenient way of testing 
patches is on an offline test system; in other parts of the IT industry there is always a “test” system separate from 
the “production” system for this purpose. A way of making this affordable in the signalling industry is to combine 
test and simulation functions to the greatest extent possible – so one carefully designed system could function as 
a simulator for training operators and validating timetables, a replay suite for playing back operational data, a 
simulator for training maintainers, a test rig for testing incoming/repaired hardware components and a test 
system for testing patches and updates. The extent and hence duration of testing will be proportional to the level 
of integrity at which the software is operating (e.g. an update to processor-based interlocking software will require 
deeper testing than a patch on a passenger information comms driver).  

In the same way that traditional signalling systems are layered into high-integrity signalling systems and lower-
integrity signalling control systems, software-based systems should also be layered, with measures to permit 
only the minimum communication between layers required to enable the defined system functionality. Just as 
physical modifications on interlockings are highly controlled but a greater degree of freedom can be employed on 
lower integrity train describers, the patch strategy can be different at these different levels of integrity. As the 
interlocking has limited interfaces to the outside world, is largely locked into a secure room, and is only accessed 
by trained staff, it is less likely to need every last patch than a system serving open data to the outside world, but 
those patches much be more thoroughly assured. 

Just as we would never go into a signalling commissioning without a clear plan of how to revert to the existing 
arrangements in time for the next morning’s service should testing be unsuccessful, we should never go into a 
software patch or update without the process and available media to revert to the existing version of software. 
Diverse systems can assist with this as the new software can be installed on one system while the existing 
software remains on the other system – commissioning and reversion could then be as simple as changing over 
the duty and standby systems. 

Other industries have had a depressing number of incidents where systems have been compromised because 
patches which would have closed the vulnerability used have not been applied in a timely manner. 

4.2.4 We need to test our systems into use 

We are used to using negative test cases when principles testing, such as checking that the points can’t move 
when the route is set. In the same way, cybersecurity arrangements need to be tested before being put into 
commission. This might involve verifying that a particular machine is unreachable from another particular 
machine or that attempts to access a machine through a deactivated protocol are actually rejected. Just as 
signalling engineers value independence between the tester and designer, an independent penetration tester can 
validate cybersecurity by attempting to access a system without detailed knowledge of how it has been designed.  

We will check hardware modification status at commissioning, but do we check firmware revision status? There 
have been substantiated reports of firmware in new network switches being compromised before arrival on site. 

I don’t agree with demonstrating cybersecurity by adding it as a new topic to justify for asset acceptance. There 
are already safety and reliability justifications to be prepared when railway infrastructure is modified, and in my 
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opinion, cybersecurity is simply another source of risk to the safety and reliability of a system and should feature 
on the risk registers alongside other safety and reliability risks. Treating it like this should make it become 
“business as usual” more quickly than if it is treated as something special which requires its own set of 
paperwork from specialists not integrated into the rest of the acceptance team. 

4.2.5 We need to specify appropriate maintenance and train our users and maintainers 

We select our operators and maintainers for their attitude as well as their competence to carry out their role; this 
is an explicit requirement of the IRSE licensing system. Sadly I still see people employing operators and 
maintainers who think that cybersecurity threats are a laughing matter and haven’t grasped that an insecure 
system cannot be a safe or reliable system.  

We need to give our people a basic understanding of how not to be an unintentional risk to our systems – 
ranging from understanding the risks of plugging in unverified USB devices to the need to consider cybersecurity 
when assessing even minor system modifications, including those authorised under pressure by an operational 
manager trying to mitigate a failure. We ensure that our operational managers are competent to assess the risks 
of boosting a track circuit before giving authority, but have we checked that they can assess the risks of using a 
secondary comms bearer to regain control of a remote interlocking? We can assist our staff in those decisions by 
ensuring limitations of our systems (“This link is only secure if...”) are clearly documented in system records. 

The signalling industry has excellent tools to manage and measure competence, including the IRSE Licensing 
system, which includes elements of cybersecurity in some of the more recently revised modules (e.g. Signalling 
Electronic Tester). Cybersecurity has now been incorporated into the syllabus for the IRSE Professional 
Examination. This should ensure that a working knowledge of cybersecurity will become part of a qualified 
signalling engineers’ expertise - although there will always be a need for specialists, as in any discipline. This 
general knowledge of cybersecurity will ensure that it is considered from the earliest stages of a project in the 
same way as headway or operational concept; in turn this will lead to more robust (and cheaper) technical 
solutions because cybersecurity has been built in from the outset rather than bolted on later.  

Making a system cybersecure involves the right actions from the users and maintainers, in the same way that 
making a signalling equipment room physically secure relies on the users not leaving the door unlocked and 
noticing that someone has tried to cut through the fencing. We’re all familiar from risk-assessing signalling 
systems with the concept that probability x severity x detectability = criticality.  Likewise, improving the 
detectability of a cybersecurity vulnerability lowers its criticality – if you are aware that a system is being attacked, 
the means of access can be closed off and the attack can be contained. This can be done through observation of 
system behaviours (e.g. teaching operators that unusual behaviour might be an attack rather than a malfunction), 
manual checks during maintenance (e.g. checking system logs for unusual activity) or automated network 
monitoring tools that look for unusual traffic patterns (“Why is the vending machine talking to the interlocking?”) 

Training the correct behaviours into operators and maintainers is important, but this can be assisted by taking 
account of human nature during design. An example of good practice on a recent system was the use of a power 
isolator to physically power down a router linking the control system with the outside world, so that if remote 
maintenance access was required, the local maintainer would have to operate the isolator before a connection 
could be established. The status of this isolator was detected by the control system and a notification would 
appear on the alarm screen of the control system while it was activated so that it would be immediately apparent 
if the system had been left in a less secure state. 

Likewise, while users might have been taught that it is a risk to plug anything into USB ports, designers must 
accept that an accessible USB port is a temptation – either for a maintainer to take a procedural shortcut and use 
an unchecked memory stick to download data, or for an operator to charge their phone, with the risk of 
unintended data transfer. Good practice is that any accessible or unused USB ports should be deactivated. On a 
recent project we had a challenge as the touch-sensitive screens used for the operator control interface required 
a USB connection to transmit touch data to the SCADA workstation but the screens chosen had a number of 
built-in USB ports that could not be individually disabled. To resolve this, the supplier sourced physical USB port 
locks to protect them from casual use; these are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: USB Port Locks and key 

4.2.6 We need to remove our redundant connections 

We understand the need to remove redundant connections from a signalling system following modifications, so 
that the commissioned installation remains in the simplest possible configuration that will achieve the design 
requirements. This avoids the risk of faults being introduced through the redundant connections, and simplifies 
the job of maintainers who will have to trace faults on the infrastructure. Removal of redundant connections 
should also apply to the cyber-components of the system, but custom and practice in the wider software industry 
is sometimes more lax and could be summed up as “if it works, leave it”. Maybe that’s one reason why 
computers crash more often than trains do. 

Commercial operating systems typically ship with many functionalities (e.g. communications protocols) enabled 
by default, so that there are as few barriers as possible to a user making their system do what is required. These 
systems can be “hardened” by turning off the functionalities that are not required. This simple action would have 
significantly mitigated the Wannacry and Petya ransomware attacks in 2017 which spread via the outdated 
SMB1 protocol. Computers can be configured (e.g. through the Hosts file) to only know about the machines 
needed to perform their intended function and hence be inhibited from communicating more widely, and at a 
higher level, networks can be configured through the use of virtual LANs to limit which groups of machines can 
communicate with each other. 

I spoke to a manufacturer who had bought in an embedded computer module to embed in their product to 
provide the user interface, logging and other lower-integrity functions – a very common strategy for a wide range 
of products. When I explained to their designers how I’d attack this product through a port on this module, I was 
met with blank incomprehension: “That won’t work because we’ve not programmed it do that!” I had to explain 
that they’d bought a sub-component, read the manual and mastered the 5% of the functionality required to meet 
their product requirements. They had very little idea of what the other 95% left running in the background was 
capable of doing. The lesson: before a system can be secured, you need to understand everything that system is 
doing, not just the bit that meets your immediate requirements. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Cybersecurity is a relevant issue for signalling systems regardless of age and connectivity. Good practice in 
signalling design and maintenance has striking similarities to good practice in cybersecurity.  

In this paper, I deliberately haven’t quoted a single cybersecurity standard; while standards are important to 
inform design and demonstrate compliance, hackers look for opportunities rather than follow standards, so I’ve 
used illustrations of opportunities rather than standards as my starting point. I hope that once I’ve convinced 
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readers that cybersecurity is relevant to their role, they will find a far more rigorous paper on the subject and read 
that instead.  

Finally, I’m not buying you a drink. 
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SUMMARY 
GSN (Goal Structuring Notation), which is a graphical argumentation notation that aims at documenting explicitly 
the individual elements of any argument (claims, evidence and contextual information), has been widely 
discussed to clearly define safety requirements and to produce proper safety cases.

The authors propose a new evaluation method of GSN argument development, which applies risk to GSN as the 
first case and thereby enables practitioners to identify the more important safety arguments, in addition to 
applying the confidence in safety evidence which was discussed in recent academic papers.  Its criterion on the 
consolidation of safety and confidence arguments can indicate inappropriate parts of GSN safety argument 
development and this leads to improvement of the GSN safety argument itself and the greater appropriateness of 
safety cases.

This paper describes this evaluation method of GSN safety argument development as well as the extension of 
the new GSN method to interlocking systems, which are typical railway signalling systems, as an example.  For 
signal engineers, their professional development is essential, and among new technologies, especially 
knowledge about safety requirements and safety cases is getting more important. The new GSN method as 
described above could provide signal engineers valuable clues to enhance railway passenger service.

1 INTRODUCTION  

In order to realise sophisticated railway signalling systems which contribute to enhancement of traffic service 
quality as well as cost reduction, we need to assimilate potential cutting-edge technologies with the aim of 
applying them to the systems.  In comparison with the current railway signalling systems, the most distinct 
feature of the new systems is their software complexity which novel functions for advanced passenger service 
have caused.  

In all complex systems, system safety requirements, especially software safety requirements are crucial.  Among 
software researchers, to clearly define software safety requirements, GSN (Goal Structuring Notation), which is a 
graphical argumentation notation that aims at documenting explicitly the individual elements of any argument 
(claims, evidence and contextual information), has been widely discussed [1][2].  Now, in the field of self-driving 
road vehicles, i.e. vehicle autonomy which is categorised by 6 levels, the product integrity consisting of reliability, 
availability, functional safety and cyber security is being discussed by applying GSN, with the concept that 
evidence for safety of autonomous vehicles on public roads is unsupported without strict argument [3].  

With regard to safety cases, which are defined as “the documented demonstration that the product complies with 
the specified safety” [4], there is still room for discussion; it is pointed out that “…conformance to a safety 
standard does not lead to assurance that the conforming system has any specific property or properties other 
than those required to demonstrate conformance…standards almost never include explicit documentation of the 
rationale for their contents” [5].  GSN is an effective method to deal with these matters because it clarifies how 
individual requirements are supported by specific clams, and how claims are supported by evidence, which is the 
heart of safety cases.  

For the application of GSN to railway signalling, it is preferable that, although safety requirements are all 
important, more crucial arguments or insufficient parts of them can be clearly distinguished, because we would 
then be able to allocate our development resources efficiently.  The authors propose a new evaluation method of 
GSN argument development [6], which applies risk to GSN safety argument developments including the 
confidence in safety evidence which was discussed in recent academic papers [7][8][9].  Its criterion on the 
consolidation of safety and confidence arguments can indicate inappropriate parts of GSN safety argument 
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development and this leads to improvements of GSN safety argument development itself and greater confidence 
in the appropriateness of safety cases.  

This paper describes this evaluation method of GSN safety argument development as well as the extension of 
the new GSN method to interlocking systems.  

2 GSN AND ITS CURRENT SITUATION OF APPLICATION TO SAFETY-
RELATED SYSTEMS  

2.1 GSN 

GSN is a graphical argumentation notation.  In GSN, an argument is defined as a connected series of claims 
intended to establish an overall claim, and the elements and structure of an argument and the argument’s 
relationship to evidence is explicitly documented [1][2].  The claims about the system are described as goals in 
GSN, and the principal purpose of GSN is show how goals are dissected into their sub-goals and eventually they 
are supported by evidence, i.e. solutions. As shown in Figure 1, there are six principle kinds of elements 
including goals and solutions.  Strategies are used for reasoning behind the connections of goals and their sub-
goals, assumptions and justifications are for the rationale for the approach, and context is for the goals’ 
interpretation. 

Although FTA (Fault Tree Analysis), which is widely used as a hazard analysis technology, seems to be a similar 
form of graphical notation, the distinct feature of GSN is that, in addition to goals and solutions, clear 
documentation of explanatory elements, i.e. strategies, assumptions, justifications and context are required.  This 
leads to the rationale of GSN: that inappropriate GSN argument development (e.g. logical contradiction or 
inconsistency) should be potentially avoidable if strict explanatory elements are explicitly documented.  

2.2 Preceding Research Works 

Because of the reasons mentioned above, GSN has been applied to a wide variety of safety-critical systems.  It 
is, however, still dubious that the relationship of GSN argument development to evidence is appropriate and 
safety cases are sufficient.   

Figure 1: Principal Elements of Goal Structuring Notation
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An important research work on this matter has been initiated to introduce assured safety arguments, in which the 
safety argument is accompanied by a confidence argument [7].  Here, the safety argument deals with arguments 
and evidence for direct claims of system safety, and the confidence argument justifies the sufficiency of 
confidence in this safety argument.  The point is that, by separating the confused components, i.e. the safety 
arguments and confidence arguments, within a single argument structure as shown in Figure 2, it has been made 
possible to make both arguments clearer, which leads to more sufficient justification of safety cases and the 
enhancement of GSN.  

Following the assured safety arguments, which makes a separation between safety arguments and confidence 
arguments, some quantitative evaluation methods of confidence in arguments and safety evidence are proposed 
[8][9].   Figure 3 shows an example of quantitative evaluation of the confidence argument [8], and this approach 
is expected to provide individual judgement whether or not the presented evidence is sufficient to support the 
safety claims.  

Figure 3: Evaluation of Confidence by Quantified Attributes

Figure 2: Separation of safety arguments and confidence argument
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3 A RISK-INTRODUCED EVALUATION METHOD OF GSN SAFETY ARGUMENT 
DEVELOPMENT  

On the basis of the preceding research works, we propose a risk-introduced evaluation method of GSN safety 
argument development, which combines the safety arguments and the confidence arguments by introducing risk, 
and thereby more crucial arguments or insufficient parts of safety argument developments can be clearly 
distinguished. 

3.1 The Proposed Method 

In the proposed method, risk is, as risk class, introduced to safety arguments.  As shown in Figure 4, the risk 
class attributes are allocated to individual goals, and its risk class attribute is decided, corresponding to the 
damage caused if the claim of the goal has not been achieved.  With regard to confidence arguments, 
confidence attributes described by the preceding research work shown in Figure 3 are adopted. 

Figure 4: Combination of Safety Argument and Confidence Argument Figure 4: Combination of Safety Argument and Confidence Argument 

Figure 5: An example of Evaluation
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Σ Confidence

exp (α x Riskclass i)

EV = min {EVgoal 1, EVgoal 2,… EVgoal n}

(1)

(2)

These safety arguments and confidence arguments can be combined by introducing the following Equation 1, by 
which the evaluation value of the safety argument development for individual goal (= EVgoal i) is obtained.   

                                 EVgoal i  = 

Where 
EVgoal i: Evaluation value of the safety argument development for the goal i

EV : Evaluation value of the most crucial goal  

Confidence: 0 < Confidence <1  

Riskclass i : Risk class of the goal i

α: Risk constant. 

Concretely, in Equation 1, confidence attribution values Confidence are between 0 and 1, as explained in the 
previous section 2.2.  Meanwhile, risk class values Riskclass i are between 1 and 4, and the value 4 is allocated in 
the case of the highest risk, and values 3, 2, 1 to lesser risks.  A well-known risk graph adopted in Mil-Std-882E 
[10] or IEC 61508 [11] can be adopted, and this is fit for this application.  With regard to the exponential function 
in the denominator, the relation of software levels and the number of necessary independent software objectives, 
which is given in DO-178C (guidance for airborne software) [12], is extended to similarly relate the risk classes 
and the difficulty of their successful accomplishment. Risk constant α is used to adjust the effect between 
software levels and risk classes.  

The higher the risk to safety is, and the less the confidence in safety arguments is, the less the evaluation value 
given by Equation 1 becomes; this means that, by applying Equation 2, we can find the most crucial goal (sub-
goal) where safety arguments and evidence are insufficient. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the evaluation result.  The evaluation value of goal 3 is the least, and this means 
that the safety argument development of goal 3 is insufficient and reconsideration is necessary.  

3.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Method 

In order to evaluate effectiveness of the proposed method, we have applied the method to interlocking systems 
on a considerably simplified model.  Figure 6 shows an example of GSN safety argument development of the 
interlocking system for small stations, indicating the values of risk classes and confidence as well as evaluation 
values of the safety argument development.   

Although, as this is the first attempt, risk class values as well as safety argument development itself in Figure 6
need to be reconsidered or improved, we can immediately point out the most crucial goal (sub-goal) where safety 
arguments and evidence are insufficient, which is indicated in blue.  Indeed, risk class values are not necessarily 
appropriate as absolute values, but fundamentals of the evaluation result are almost uninfluenced because their 
values may be the same when they are compared relatively.  The important point is whether or not we can admit 
the most crucial goal (sub-goal) pointed out by the method and whether or not it is worthwhile to rethink it. 

We have also tried to apply the method to the situation where software safety requirements and their safety case 
are already prepared [6].  This is certainly a process in reverse order, but by this approach we have obtained 
some fundamental knowledge concerning the effectiveness of the method and its potential application, although 
further research work before its practical introduction to railway signalling is necessary. 
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Figure 6: An example of GSN Safety Argument Development of the Interlocking System for Small 
Stations
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4 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AND SAFETY CASES  

As we have discussed in Chapter 1, future sophisticated railway signalling systems will become complex for their 
novel functions, and their software safety requirements are crucial.  There is, however, no mechanism which 
guarantees the completeness of safety requirements, and GSN has the potential to contribute to the sufficiency 
of the safety requirements. 

Meanwhile, nowadays some powerful software development tools for embedded safety-critical systems are 
available, which support software development mainly from the software architecture and design phase to 
software/hardware integration phase.  In these tools, some model-based software environment is provided by 
formally-defined bespoke language, and testing and documentation for safety cases is carried out to a certain 
extent. 

Indeed, software development tools are powerful, but, with regard to software safety requirements, there is, as 
mentioned above, no mechanism which guarantees their completeness.  We need to carefully observe this 
discontinuity in the software development lifecycle as shown in Figure 7, taking into account the completeness of 
the safety requirements and the sufficiency of safety cases. 

5 CONCLUSION  

In the sophistication of the railway signalling systems to perform novel functions for advanced railway 
transportation service, the software becomes more complex.  Consequently, the completeness of their safety 
requirements and the sufficiency of safety cases are two of the most important and urgent subjects in the railway 
signalling domain.  GSN, especially with the proposed method which combines the safety arguments and the 
confidence arguments by introducing risk, has the potential to cope with these subjects.  

Generations of railway signal engineers have established a reputation in the field of system safety.  Railway 
signal engineers of today need to be proactive in the assimilation of cutting-edge technologies to make the most 
use of them to enhance railway signalling systems significantly.  

Figure7: Discontinuity in the Software Development Lifecycle
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SUMMARY 

A significant number of metro projects are being planned and executed in Asian countries like India and China. 
Independent Safety Assessment (ISA) is a mandatory activity for any metro project in India. Recently, a panel of 
global Independent Safety Assessor companies have been formed by government regulators out of which, one is 
selected for the metro project by competitive bidding process by its project executing agency. While each metro 
project has its unique challenges and complexities, the need for a typical guideline which is able to regulate the 
safety assessment activities in Indian projects cannot be undermined. Many times, the safety assessment activities 
in metro projects are not organized and structured as envisaged. There is imminent need to have a set of guidelines 
which acts as the best practice document for planning and implementing the safety assessment activities. This 
paper is an endeavour to frame these guidelines from best practices of metro projects across the world. The paper 
lays the foundation for framing the guidelines for a typical safety assessment activity from the stage a metro project 
is conceived, to the stage of revenue operations and maintenance. This paper also shares the first-hand 
experiences of the author who is part of the team that developed ISA work specifications for the East-West Metro 
Line project in Kolkata. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

There are a significant number of metro projects being planned and executed in Asian countries like India and 
China. Many of these metro projects are greenfield while the others are upgrades of the existing systems, 
technologies or extension of existing metro lines. As part of the CENELEC standards and in line with the 
requirements of government railway organizations in India like Research Design & Standards Organization 
(RDSO), Independent Safety Assessment (ISA) has become a mandatory activity for any metro project in India. 
Recently, a panel of global Independent Safety Assessor companies have been formed by RDSO. Out of these 
empanelled ISA companies, one is selected by the concerned metro project by competitive bidding process.  

2 THE ROLE OF AN ISA 

A signalling safety assessor’s work closely follows the timeline and progress of the signalling system supplier’s 
work in the project. Papers written in the past have recommended for bringing an independent safety assessor in 
the initial stages and essentially by the start of detailed design phase of the signalling project. This allows an 
independent review of documents and the technical interface to start from the early stages of the signalling 
design.   In Indian metros, the relevant Indian standards for opening of metro railway line and latest general rules 
have been kept in consideration for deployment of ISA in metros. The guidance document, “Application of Safety 
Assurance Processes in the Signalling Industry” (Ref 1) published by IRSE (in July 2010), should be taken as 
reference standard to improve the safety assurance processes being used in the specific metro projects in India. 
One of the key guidelines is, “design and build safe systems, don’t build systems and then check that they are 
safe.” This should be the core philosophy behind which the whole signalling design and metro planning should be 
based. 

A typical safety assessment in metros involves reviewing of the formal proofs of safety presented by the S&T 
‘design and build’ system supplier involving RAMS analyses, hazard logs, safety audits, FMEA, FMECA, auditing 
of the software development process, etc. In Indian metro projects, an ISA company also supports the metro project 
organization to attain safety approvals and certifications from statutory bodies before the metro line can be opened 
for public use and revenue. 
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3 BASELINE STANDARDS USED BY THE ISA 

ISA assessment in metro projects is in reference to following CENELEC standards which are used as the base for 
the major principals and processes: 

Standard Version Details

EN50126 & 
EN50126-2 

September1999 
February 2007 

Specification and Demonstration of RAMS-
Part 2- Guide to application of EN50126-1 for 
Safety.  

EN50128 July 2011 Railway Applications- Communication, 
Signalling and Processing Systems- Software 
for Railway Control and Protection Systems 

EN50129 February 2003 Railway Applications- Communication, 
Signalling and Processing Systems-Safety 
related electronic systems for Signalling.  

Figure 1: Baseline CENELEC standards used by ISA for Assessment 

4 BROAD FOCUS AREAS OF ISA  

Broadly the ISA hired for Signalling System in any metro project to focus on following aspects: 

a. Assessment of Signalling supplier’s development process of the system and for interfaces. This 
assessment is carried out at every stage of the process. 

b. Assessment of the system based on Signalling suppliers’ design approach. So, as such ISA is not doing 
any new development for documents or design, rather assessing the specifications and in-built safety 
principles, safety demonstrations and safety analysis conducted by the supplier. 

c. Ensure that all hazards are mitigated.  

Generally, the SIL Levels recommended for different sub-systems of Signalling across different projects are as 
shown in the figure below: 

Figure 2: SIL Levels of Major Sub-sytems of Signalling & Interfaces. 

• Train Control and Signalling System 
• Interlocking System

• Interface with PSD/PSG
SIL 4

• Onboard Train Control System
• Train Detection System (Track 

Circuited/Radio Based CBTC)
• Axle counters 

SIL 4

• Automatic Train Supervision 
(Automatic Route Setting)

• TMS/TIMS

SIL 2/

SIL 0
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5 TYPICAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT PROCESSES IN METRO PROJECTS 

Independent Safety Assessment as a process has evolved in India since the start of the first modern metro project 
by Delhi Metro in the year 2002. The specific role of Safety Assessor in a project is varying from one to another 
and is dependent on following broad factors: 

• Type of financing and ownership of the project. 

• Use of Proven technologies or otherwise 

• Specific guidelines for the safety assurance by governmental bodies. 

Apart from above factors, the Independent Safety Assessment is broadly conducted at two levels in Metro Project: 

a. At the Suppliers level (Signalling System provider) 

b. At the Customer level (Agency responsible for project execution) 

While no Indian metro project is planned without the provision of the ISA at customer's level, in almost all such, 
there is no specific emphasis for using the experience of an ISA at the supplier level. Many times, it is seen, 
suppliers save the cost of an ISA by using their past assessment reports for another project. Moreover, suppliers 
also show that assessment activities for the project will be conducted by their RAMS team. The following flowchart 
elaborates how a typical Indian metro project takes shape and moves from one phase to another. The ISA is 
introduced in step 6 of this flow chart.  

Figure 3: Typical Indian Greenfield Metro Project Major Activity Flowchart- Stages of Execution for Typical 
Greenfield Metro project 

1.   Metro Project's Detailed 
Project Report 

Prepared/Formation of Metro 
Organization

2. Project is 
Approved/Financing of 

the Project is Sacntioned.

3. Engineers/General 
Consultants Appointment 

by Metro

4. Civil Works Contractors are 
appointed (through International 

Competitive Bidding)

5. System Works 
contractors are 

appointed- progressively-
Rolling Stock, S&T, E&M, 

etc.

6. Execution of Different Works-
Concept, Design, Manufacturing, 

Installation, Testing and 
Commissioning (ISA should be 

onbaord at the start of this stage)

RDSO Inspections and Approvals 
for different subsystems based on 

Guidelines- ISA Audits and 
Assessement & Integrated Testing 

& Commissioning

Safety Inspections and Certification. 
Safety Certificate by ISA. Opening for 

Revenue Clearance by CRS -
Commissioner of Railway Safety.  
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6 EMPANELMENT OF ISA FIRMS FOR METRO PROJECTS 

In order to streamline the selection of safety assurance firms in India, Railway Board and RDSO decided to 
empanel the reputed safety assurance firms fulfilling specific experience criteria. This is a panel of global 
Independent Safety Assessor companies, formed by RDSO, out of which, one is to finally selected for the metro 
project by competitive bidding process by the concerned metro project executing agency. A metro project executing 
agency, like Delhi Metro or Kolkata metro will be choosing one of the empanelled safety assurance firms. One of 
the key decisions taken was to ensure independence of the ISA firm from the consultancy firms. It has been 
suggested that the selected ISA for the metro project should not have been involved in any other project activities 
of the same project (Ref 2). These activities can be general consultancy, tendering, design activities, testing, etc. 
The decision is particularly helpful as most Indian metro projects have a general consultant or design consultants 
who also act as ISA in other projects. In addition, RDSO has made it mandatory for ISA’s to have a ISA/IEC 17065 
accreditation (Ref 2). 

7 REQUIREMENT FOR BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR ISAS 

While each metro project has its unique challenges and complexities, the need for a typical guideline which are 
able to regulate the safety assessment activities in Indian projects cannot be undermined. Many times, the safety 
assessment activities in metro projects are not organized and structured as envisaged. In some cases, there is 
lack of clarity on what is expected from a safety assessment agency, while in others, the ‘scope of work’ misses 
out on including independent assessment of key interface relates aspects thereby affecting safety. Also, due focus 
is not laid on the assessment of reliability of systems which in turn has an implication of safety during operations. 
Reliability and Safety are related and overlapping concepts in metro systems.  

There is confusion on the specific role of ISA such as where the cross-acceptance can be used instead of re-
certification. This happens due to several reasons such as lack of expertise available with project agencies in 
regard of assessment processes, lack of experience on complexities and safety aspects of metro projects, tight 
schedules for project commissioning, absence of any set of guidelines from the safety bodies or government on 
Safety assessment, etc.  

Considering these challenges, there is imminent need to have a set of guidelines which acts as the best practice 
document for planning and implementing the safety assessment activities in metro projects. These best practices 
should be for a typical safety assessment activity from the stage a metro project is conceived, to the stage of 
revenue operations and maintenance. These guidelines should be generic and applicable to all upcoming metro 
projects in India. The guidance document, “Application of Safety Assurance Processes in the Signalling Industry” 
(Ref 1) published by IRSE (May 2010), is one of the reference document which is to be used to evaluate the safety 
assurance processes being used in the Indian metro projects and how the same can be improved. These guidelines 
which also act as a valuable document for the safety assurance companies who have difficulty in explaining their 
roles and benefits to their clients at times.  

Project executing agencies need to expand the role of ISA, not restricting to signalling supplier’s equipment and 
design assessments but for carrying out an overall assessment of the safety risks keeping the different operation 
scenarios in picture. Further, it is suggested to deeply analyse and document, the assessment of the increasing 
interfaces of the signalling and train control system with other systems like platform gates, fare collection, CCTVs, 
tunnel ventilation, public address, etc. 

8 FRAMING THE ISA WORK SPECIFICATIONS 

There are a number of aspects which need to be considered before starting to frame the ISA specifications. Firstly, 
the ISA is chosen after the Signalling system and its supplier has been selected by the customer or project 
executing agency. In the specifications, the type of signalling and supplier is to be mentioned. For example, mostly, 
CBTC has become a preferred signalling system for metro projects. Then the specifications need to contain 
adequate details about the project under assessment. There are several details, like the systems chosen, operating 
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plan of the metro, turnback operations plan, degraded mode of operations, different operating modes. Also, the 
ISA should be having experience of assessing similar technology and preferably supplier. 

8.1 As a matter of practice, in every metro project, ISA safety activities follow every stage of the S&T system 
supplier’s development process.  

8.2 In essence, the basic role of the ISA is to verify that the required level of safety/quality is achieved by the 
signalling & train control system, and interfaces with other systems. The role is to ensure safe operation of the 
metro as per the safety requirements.  

8.3 The ISA Consultant shall assess both the Hardware and Software components of the Signalling & Train Control. 

8.4 The ISA objective is to collect, inspect and analyse all necessary data from all stakeholders to assess whether 
the S&T Contractor has, throughout the project duration, applied appropriate processes and safety solutions in 
accordance with the requirements of the applicable safety standards, the Contract between the Employer and the 
S&T Contractor, and local and national applicable laws/acts. 

8.5 The ISA shall be focused on Signalling and Train Control System and ensure that all hazards are mitigated. 
Specifically, the ISA consultant shall ensure, either by direct assessment or by examination or acceptance of the 
assurance work of other agencies, that all SIL4 interfaces with Signalling and Train Control System meet the 
required safety standards. The conclusions of the ISA will be given by the ISA Consultant through signed ISA 
Certificates at the completion of the design stage of the Signalling & Train Control systems and at the opening of 
each revenue operation. 

8.6 There are three major categories of ISA activities for any metro or railways project: 

a. General activities 
b. Documentational Reviews 
c. Safety Audits 

8.7 In the General activities, there is information collection, planning and assessment of the different systems and 
their related interfaces. ISA companies are careful to define their jurisdiction and scope of audit and assessment. 
In several projects, ISA also assess the specific interfaces between the signalling system and sub-systems of 
telecommunications and the interface between signalling system and platform screen door (PSD) system. In most 
projects, during the general activities stage, ISA assesses the S&T suppliers’ development process of the systems 
and their interfaces, during every stage of the process. The assessment should be based on different factors as 
shown in Figure 4 below: 

Figure 4: Typical Factors considered while assessment of system by ISA 
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8.8. The ISA documents review is one of the most critical and time-consuming step of the whole assessment 
process. There are rounds of meetings and clarifications. The ISA independently reviews the S&T Contractors’ 
documents for compliance with selected standards. It is important that an ISA also ensures consistency with the 
respective specifications. There is a need to ensure adequacy of the determined Safety Integrity Level, according 
to EN 50126, EN 50128, EN 50129. 

8.9 Following aspects acts as guidelines to be kept in consideration while documentation reviews by ISA: 

1. The ISA must pay special attention to the applicability and appropriateness of the pre-certificates and 
reports. 

2. The ISA should assess fulfilment of the safety related application conditions, impact and requirements on 
the operational concept.  

3. The assessment should include the safety related systems directly or indirectly interfacing with the 
Signalling & Train Control.  

4. There should be audit and assessment of the S&T supplier’s EMC/EMI analysis, Signalling and train 
control interface documentation and test data as a minimum. 

5. All documentation review meetings with S&T supplier or other stakeholders should be systematically 
recorded maintaining a master tracking log.  

9 MAJOR CHALLENGES FACED BY ISA DURING ASSESSMENTS 

The ISA oversees both system safety and software safety. The ISA provides an opinion on the adequacy of the 
safety management activities via safety audits, and reports.  Completeness and robustness of the system safety 
arguments and safety case are the focus of an ISA. Many times, a signalling supplier also hires an ISA. Most 
Signalling companies have a safety team for the system and software. ISAs are independent of the system safety 
and software safety groups within a signalling company and should ideally report to a position high in the 
customer’s organization. The Independent Safety Assessor also interfaces directly with the customer's safety team 
and is envisioned to provide an impartial overview. 

The ISA faces many challenges and these challenges vary depending on the complexities of the project. Some of 
the major challenges faced by ISA on any Greenfield metro project are highlighted below based on the experience 
of the author:

9.1 A signalling system supplier provides a system which has been used as a baseline in other metro projects. 
With a global market, all the signalling system suppliers presently being selected have prior experience of different 
operational metros and are proven in use. Hence, for almost all the major suppliers, there are certificates available 
for Safety Integrity Level. However, this does not limit the role of ISA or make it less significant in any way. The 
ISA has to specifically focus on the Signalling supplier’s product integration into the command control system and 
also need to ensure that the system achieves the SIL 4 objective. To ensure this, the ISA will have to assess the 
different redundancies used at different sub-system level. The ISA will have to carefully assess the communication 
links securing the different components to see if the SIL levels are not being deteriorated or compromised by 
interaction between two systems/sub-systems. 

9.2 The role of the ISA remains valid and critical all along the V Cycle of the system and the ISA should ensure 
that all requisite quality and safety processes are implemented to achieve the SIL 4 objectives. 

9.3 ISA has the challenge of assessing the interlocking data and its preparation methods. The application of this 
data is also assessed by the ISA. 

9.4 Interfaces of the command control system to other subsystems like Rolling stock, PSD, E&M, etc. are also 
within scope. 
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9.5 With advanced Signalling systems, more and more intelligence is now available onboard on the rolling stock. 
Hence, the challenge is to assess the integration of onboard signalling and control system with Rolling stock 
functionalities and control lines.  

9.6 All safety related issues are to be identified by the ISA and the required clarification needs to be sought from 
the stakeholders on how the related risk is being mitigated. This process of seeking the correct technical solution, 
organizational changes and calculations needs to continue until the risk is considered as mitigated. 

9.7 Operation and Maintenance procedures are to be assessed in order to review if the safety level is not being 
compromised. Staff training programs are also to be assessed by ISA. 

10 MAXIMIZING THE BENEFIT OF THE ISA FOR THE CUSTOMER- BEST 
PRACTICES & GUIDELINES: 

Based on the experience of author, the following aspects are reviewed through which the role of an ISA can be 
improved and basic guidelines can be framed. These aspects will provide benefits to all the stakeholders and 
specifically, to the customer or end user of the system. 

10.1  The ISA will review Generic Applications/Products of the Supplier: Here, the ISA refers to the one hired 
by the Customer (Project Executing Agency). The customer's specifications for the ISA should clearly tell 
what specific activities are part of the assessment. For instance, the generic application of products and 
software by the signalling supplier may not need an assessment in some cases. In many cases, the 
application of the generic application of products and software needs to be assessed by the ISA. These 
aspects need to be clearly established at the start of the ISA role.  

10.2  ISA and General Consultants/Prime Consultant are not mutually exclusive- There are overlaps in the 
assessment and review of documents-From experience of different metro projects, it is seen, the scope 
of two stakeholders tends to create overlaps between their specific roles in regard to assessment and 
review of safety related documents. It is best to establish clear boundaries by the customer between the 
roles of General Consultants and the ISA. 

Figure 5: Defining the role of ISA and Consultants 

10.3  There needs to be independence in the role of Engineers of the project and the ISA. There will be several 
safety related documents which will be reviewed by the ISA and Engineers. The customer has to clearly 
establish the line of demarcation or clearly elaborate the communication process. For example, several 
metro projects get their Safety related documents reviewed by the ISA after the same have been reviewed 
and commented by their Engineers.  

10.4  Deliberating on the Role of ISA- A safety assessment activity is a confidence building measure that 
ensures that the safety risk for the system under assessment has been controlled to an acceptable level. 
Many times, there is confusion in the expectations of the customer that there will be a “Right answer” or 
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“Right path” which will be provided by the ISA which will mitigate all sorts of risks. However, in reality, the 
focus of the ISA is to seek ways of improvement in the process of implementation of safety related 
systems in the project. The project agency and signalling supplier will do its own verification and validation 
activities and ISA should not replace the same in any way. Instead ISA is an assessment of the 
correctness of these activities in the project in line with applicable standards.  

10.5  Understanding the role of the ISA- The role of ISA is not clearly understood by the executing agencies. 
Most ISA in Indian metro projects are assessing if the processes defined in the relevant CENELEC 
standards are being followed in the metro project.  One of the misunderstandings which many customers 
have is that ISA is like a final authority and bringing an ISA on board will keep a check on any type of 
safety related issue. However, the reality is that ISA is playing only a contributory role and not the role of 
a watchdog for ensuring the safety of the system. There is a specific need for specifically highlighting the 
role of ISA at supplier's level. These specific requirements need to be put unambiguously in the contract 
documents. The supplier should submit the assessment reports of a third-party ISA to the client at different 
stages of the project.  

10.6  Timing of introducing ISA in the project- The real benefit of an ISA is compromised if it is brought onboard 
late in the system lifecycle. But what is late from the Signalling project perspective. So, if a work order 
has been awarded to a Signalling supplier in a project and as the supplier begins to mobilize the resources 
and start sharing documents of preliminary design, it is the right time to have an ISA on board. Simply 
put, an ISA should be onboard to have a review of the Safety related documents at the conceptual design 
and preliminary design stage. Many customers bring an ISA on board by the time details of Signalling is 
in its final stages which results in delay in review by ISA, and also raises the risks of any re-design or 
rework in case of requirements posed by the ISA. Also, it is well known, it’s not cost effective to make any 
changes late in the project. 

10.7  Expanding the role of ISA- The role of ISA is also being made restrictive to cover safety aspects only. 
Most contracts in India are restrictive on defining the role of ISA in the scope. For example, an ISA can 
cover full extent of EN50126/IEC62278 [50126] including the Reliability, Availability and Maintainability 
(RAM). However, ISA works for metro projects in India exclude the assessment of Reliability, Availability 
and Maintainability (RAM) from the scope of ISA. Several research papers have deliberated on how 
Safety aspect cannot be seen in isolation and in many cases Safety of a system is a by-product of reliable 
and available subsystems. From an operational point of view, this aspect needs to be reviewed by the 
metro authorities. There is an imminent need to expand the role of an ISA, not restricting to signalling 
supplier’s equipment and design assessment but carrying out an overall assessment of the safety risks. 
It is also recommended to deeply analyse and document the assessment of the increasing interfaces of 
the signalling and train control system with other systems in today’s metro environment like platform gate 
systems, fare collection systems, CCTV, tunnel ventilation, public address system and many others. 

10.8  Management of Interface assessment by an ISA – Interfaces between the different systems play a central 
role in successful operation of metro systems. Assessment of interfaces between Signalling and train 
control and other systems is essential and the same should be clearly elaborated in the scope of an ISA. 
On many occasions it is seen that customer specifications for ISA fail to describe clearly the role of an 
ISA in assessment of Interfaces. As a rule, an ISA is focusing on interfaces of Signalling and Train control 
system with interlocking, ATC, Onboard system, interlocking proving circuits for Platform Screen doors, 
etc. Apart from these interfaces within the Signalling system and with PSD, an ISA should also assess 
the interface of Train control and Signalling system with other subsystems such as Rolling stock, track, 
traction, power supply, PSD, civil works, etc. This aspect should be clearly laid out in customer 
specifications. An ISA should also include the scope for a quality assessment for the operational 
procedures and codes used in OCC (Operational Control Centre) for assessing the implementation of 
ATS.  

10.9  Clarity in scope definition for the ISA and dispute resolutions- Assessment of Generic Products and 
Applications- In general, the conventional ISA contracts for metros does not specify what levels of 
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products and applications will be assessed as part of ISA scope. This aspect create confusion and lack 
of clarity during assessment. ISA works are, in general, small value contracts compared to other systems, 
hence lack of clarity in scope makes the execution prone to disputes. In general, many statutory bodies 
accept cross acceptance as a practical assessment process. In Indian projects also, cross-acceptance is 
used with specific guidelines. ISA works however, should specify that assessment of generic products 
and applications are not part of the assessment so that there is clarity from the start of the assessment. 

11 KEY SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE OF ISA WORKS 

1. One of the limitations of the ISA Works contracts in almost every Indian Metro project is that aspects such 
as Core Reliability, Availability, Maintainability (RAM) issues, as well as, non-safety functions, health & 
safety issues (during the construction phase), and security are not part of the ISA Services. However, 
some of these aspects are closely linked to the overall safety of the system.  

2. A review of the ISA specifications and experiences of other metro projects should be used to deliberate 
on the role of ISA in Indian metro projects. Preliminary research suggests that the role and expectations 
from an ISA needs to be modified. Project executing agencies need to expand the role of ISA, not 
restricting to signalling supplier’s equipment and design assessments but for carrying out an overall 
assessment of the safety risks keeping the different operational scenarios in picture. 

3. Further, it is suggested to deeply analyse and document, the assessment of the increasing interfaces of 
the signalling and train control system with other systems like platform gates, fare collection, CCTVs, 
tunnel ventilation, public address, fare collection, etc. 

Taking cue from the, “Guidance on the Application of Safety Assurance Processes in the Signalling Industry” 
published by IRSE in 2010, and above deliberations, Independent assurance activities will be effective as well as 
affordable when following guidelines are adopted as cardinal principles. 

Figure 6: Basic Principles/Guidelines for ISAs (Extracted from IRSE Guidance on the Application of Safety 
Assurance Processes in the Signalling Industry) 

12 FUTURE OF INDEPENDENT SAFETY ASSESSMENT IN INDIA 

Safety assurance companies have slowly and steadily made inroads in Indian metro and railway projects. There 
is a renewed intention from the new Indian government (formed in May 2014) for technological upgrade of Indian 
Railways with emphasis on safety and on development of green-field metro projects in different cities in India. With 
leading economic powers like Japan, China and Europe coming forward to fund Indian metro/railway projects 
through multilateral institutions, the prowess of European companies rich in signalling and control technology and 
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safety assessment experience, will be best used and tested in the projects rich India. Supportive government policy 
framework and the precise intention of stakeholders in understanding the complexity of projects will give a new 
dimension to safety assurance work in India. The recent empanelment of safety assurance companies for ISA 
works by Research Design and Standards Organization (RDSO), a government body, in India is a promising step 
in the right direction.  India presents a giant market for system engineering and safety assurance companies. The 
climate is right for these companies to form strategic collaborations with government bodies and research 
institutions to make a deeper footprint in India. This will be a win-win situation in the real sense of the phrase. 
Safety Assurance companies will benefit from working closely with the regulators and decision makers in Indian 
railway and metro industry thereby triggering necessary changes in improving the spread and effectiveness of 
ISAs. 

13 CONCLUSION 

Role of ISA in metro projects has evolved over the years. Over the last decade, Indian metro organizations have 
become mature in dealing with the ISA and defining their scope more explicitly and with less ambiguity. However, 
as deliberated above, the role of an ISA remains restrictive and the same needs to be broadened. There is less 
emphasis given on assessment of interfaces between systems which needs to be changed and added as a specific 
requirement. If there are cost implications for this addition, the customer should be willing to pay for it as substantial 
value is being obtained by this addition.  

The lines in IRSE Guidance issued on safety assurance processes is apt to highlight the essence of this paper, “If 
only one message is taken from this paper it should be that safety and assurance work should be carefully planned 
and integrated from the start of any project, done as early as possible, by people with the right competencies, and 
peer reviewed by resources independent of the project but with the right system knowledge.” There is a need to 
move towards a set of guidelines for the selection and working of ISA in metro projects which will help in regulating 
their activities and provide a well referenced and documented set of assessment and assurance activities.  
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